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Dear Colleague 

 

Time for Justice 2015 – Information 

 

I refer to the above and attach for your information a copy of the Executive Summary of the 

Scottish Police Inspectors Working Time and Wellbeing Survey (Time for Justice) 2015. 

 

I also append for your information additional commentary by the Chair of the Inspectors 

Central Committee, Andrew Malcolm. 

 

I would appreciate if Area Secretaries could ensure that this circular is sent to all Area 

Representatives for further circulation within Divisions/Departments. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 
 

Calum Steele 

General Secretary 
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Date:  19 September 2016    

 

 

Dear Colleague, 

Time for Justice 2015  

Please find attached the Executive Summary of the Scottish Police Inspectors Working   

Time and Wellbeing Survey (Time for Justice) 2015 for your information. 

The Survey has reinforced the findings of the 2011 Survey, the Staff Survey and other     

research which highlight the excessive hour’s culture being operated within Police           

Scotland to meet the expectations of the Service and reduction in supervisory numbers.  

There are growing concerns regarding the Service’s expectations of supervisors and its 

desire for cost savings, including rank reduction, which are increasing the pressure and 

working time of managers, particularly within the Inspecting ranks. 

Prior to the supervisory review commissioned by the Force in 2016, this study estimated 

that the sum of additional unpaid and, often unrecorded, hours completed by Inspector

s was equivalent to 392 additional full time posts. The majority of respondents reported 

often working in excess of the 48 hours legal limit set by the Working Time Regulations. 

The Service’s desire to reduce costs without examination of capacity creates concerns    

that their numerically based plans will increase fatigue and absence levels at a time       

where key resources are stretched beyond breaking point. 

The report has suggested areas for the service to examine including 

 establishing a user friendly recording system for duty management to ensure    

accurate recording of Working Time 

 promote and support a practice of accurate recording of Working Time 

 monitor records to ensure Inspectors are not routinely overworking 

 review the job tasks and expectations within the Inspector's role to ensure that  

these can be achieved within rostered hours 

 improve consultation and communication over organisational change 

 re-think management culture and support for Inspectors 



 undertake a sleep audit and regular reviews of individual workload and              

wellbeing 

 

There are significant concerns regarding the expansion of the remit and responsibilities 

of Inspecting ranks, its sustainability and the adverse impact on the individual in an        

effort to meet the demands of the Service.   

The Service claims to have a desire to care and support staff whilst the culture and         

perception amongst respondents was that absence, recording of hours or highlighting  

concerns regarding capacity or pressure of work are either ignored by managers or see

n as a failure of the individual or personal weakness.  Elements of current policy             

operate as a barrier to development and are creating a culture of mistrust which are     

affecting job satisfaction and health. 

As a result of this research and evidence being presented to both the Service, the           

Scottish Government and the Scottish Police Consultative Forum, representatives of the           

Scottish Police Federation were invited to discuss solutions and methods of                      

engagement. We are now in regular consultation with the Service over the issues            

highlighted within this Survey and others as it is vital that solutions are found and           

current  culture changed to improve the health and wellbeing of staff, an essential          

element in both service delivery and the creation of a sustainable policing model.   

The initial work has focused on the Service’s 10 Quick Wins program and other ongoing 

work within the 2026 Project.  It is also hoped to have a workshop with the academics   

who undertook the survey at the Scottish Police Federation Conference in March 2017. 

I will continue to update you with the progress of ongoing discussions and development

s. In the interim, I would urge you all to record your Working Time on SCOPE via the       

overtime system and highlight to managers concerns around capacity, fatigue and          

pressure. 

On your behalf, I would also like to formally thank Andrea MacDonald for all the hard   

work she has undertaken as Chair of the Inspectors Central Committee, particularly her 

desire to expose the negative impact on staff of current policies and practices, the lack  

of management support and hidden culture of excessive hours and overwork for             

Inspecting ranks. I am proud and privileged to be replacing her and aspire to continue  

her hard work. 

 

 

Andrew Malcolm 

Chair 

Inspectors Central Committee 

Scottish Police Federation 


